Distressing wood is a great way to add some character to your customers home. Vintage, antique, and worn-down wood has a charm to it that new wood often does not.

Distressing is a manual process, that allows our experience staff to bring creativity into each top. NO 2 tops are ever the same.

We use a variety of items to create the look of distressed wood, hammer, screws, chisels.

*Due to variation in wood characteristics, NO two pieces of wood are exactly the same. Samples & pictures should not be considered as an exact match to your final order.*
Pictured here is our Walnut, Level 1 Distressed - Standard Polyurathane

Distressing is a manual process, that allows our experience staff to bring creativity into each top. A variety of items are used to create this look, hammer, screws, chisels. NO 2 tops are ever the same.
Hickory, Level 2 Distressed, Burnished with a Chestnut Stain

Level 2 Distressing simply means more marks!

To create the aged, weathered look (aka: Burnishing) we apply a black dye that brings out the distressing marks in the top. This is only available with Level 2 Distressed or Custom Distressed tops.

Stain & Finish: Our exclusive artisan look is completed with the application of Chestnut stain and Waterlox finish.

Custom Stain matching is available upon request. We do require that you provide us a sample to match. We will send a small sample of the match back for approval. Stained tops with a Waterlox Finish are NOT Food Safe!

*Due to variation in wood characteristics, NO two pieces of wood are exactly the same. Samples & pictures should not be considered as an exact match to your final order.*
We have added the option of a Hewn Edge to our Artisan selection. (note there is stain or Chestnut Stain applied creating a new look)

The aged, weathered look (aka: Burnishing) we apply a black dye that brings out the distressing marks in the top. This is only available with Level 2 Distressed or Custom Distressed tops.

**Finish:** Our exclusive artisan look is completed with the application of one of our Polyurethane finishes.